
AVARON



No two planks are the 
same. The Avaron styles are 
produced by a
unique thermal process to
achieve the deep rich
color visuals. Wood is a
natural product and each
plank will react differently
to this process resulting in
color variation. This kind
of variation helps display
the true wood characters
and is one of the most
desired attributes in
hardwood flooring. 

Our 
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DEEP RICH 2 
TONE COLORS
Selected styles are thermal treated to achieve the deep rich color visuals. Wood is a natural product and each 
plank will react differently to this process resulting in color variations. This kind of variation helps display the 
true wood characters and is one of the most desired attributes in hardwood flooring. 

Every plank has been processed not once but twice by the hands of our skilled Craftsmen. Along with the 
thermal treatment process you get a floor that has a range of colors instead of one that is monotone. These 
colors are so vibrant they will bring life to any room regardless of where the floor is installed. Each style 
is labeled with one of the ratings below to help you select the perfect flooring that fits you design style. 

Substantial Color VariationV4

DUAL  Hand Process

4
SUBSTANTIAL COLOR VARIATION
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Substantial Color VariationV4

Color | Perla

DETAILS

*For staple installations, please refer to the installation addendum for details on glue assist spread recommendations.

CERTIFICATIONS

CARB II
compliant

Species: European White Oak

Grade: Character

Texture: Natural Grain Brushed

Construction: Engineered

Finish: UV Cured High Performance Urethane

Carton Quantity:  27.5 Sft./Ctn.

Plank Dimensions: 7/16” Thick • 6” Wide 
  Random Length up to 60”

Installation: Glue •  Float • Staple (glue assist)

Flooring may contain natural occurring mineral streaks, sap, color variation in the grain, open and filled knots. Natural color variation in 
raw materials will dictate the final shade color. Mother nature provides us with unique characteristics in every plank thereby influencing 
your new floors may vary from samples or pictures shown.

WARRANTY



Color | Abalone Color | Bisonte Beige
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Substantial Color VariationV4 Substantial Color VariationV4

Color | Cachemira Color | Del Roca



Color | Grano Seco Color | Niebla Gray
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AVARON

Distributed by B.R. Funsten & Co.
www.themissioncollection.com 

Images and actual hardwood floor samples are intended as visual guides and not as the exact representation of the hardwood floors. 
Wood is a natural material containing distinctive differences in color, texture and grain. Knots & mineral streaks may not be present 
on every plank. Furthermore, sheen or gloss level and the overall appearance of the floor may look different when viewed at various 
angles and lighting conditions. Before you install any flooring product, we recommend that you rack out a box or two to verify that the 
product you have ordered is within the acceptable color range and fits your design style. Color variation ratings serve only as guides. 
Color and grade of all natural products must be inspected and approved by the consumer prior to installation. Any flooring installed 
will be considered acceptable and no claims will be valid based on visible appearance after installation.


